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Scope affirms the current asset management rating of LHI Leasing GmbH at
AAAMR.
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Scope attests the company a very high asset management quality and
competence. The Aviation sub-segment is upgraded from A+AMR to AA-AMR, while
the Real Estate and Renewable Energies sub-segments are each confirmed at
AAAMR.
As at the rating date of 31 December 2019, LHI Leasing GmbH ("LHI") manages assets
worth around EUR 15.5 billion (31 December 2018: EUR 16.4 billion) and is
characterised by a diversified business model. Its mainstays are the areas of leasing
and structured financing, the ramp-up and portfolio management of real estate portfolios,
and asset-backed capital investments.
The company's own capital management company assumes the central tasks of risk,
portfolio and asset management. The broad and innovative product range is currently
aimed exclusively at institutional clients.
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The area of asset-backed investments, to which this asset management rating refers,
comprises 94 active investment vehicles with a combined €4.4 billion in assets under
management as of 31 December 2019, distributed across the asset classes of real
estate (53%), renewable energies (29%) and aviation (18%). After a high volume of new
business of €1.2 billion was generated in 2019, this year also saw further growth in this
area to currently €5 billion.
The rating is essentially supported by (1) the very extensive industry experience and
long tenure of the management and the second management level, (2) the diversified,
profitable business model with a broad revenue base and high fixed cost coverage due
to well plannable management fees, (3) the outstanding expertise in structuring
individual product solutions for institutional investors and support by experienced
relationship managers of many years, (4) the good to very good investment performance
in the three asset classes considered and (5) proven and modern operational processes
as well as effective risk control and compliance mechanisms.
From Scope's point of view, the high fixed cost coverage represents a competitive
advantage, as it enables a selective approach in the relevant asset markets, which is in
line with the company's typical German Mittelstand (SME) orientation, which is geared
towards the long term and protecting its reputation. Scope also considers it positive that
investors are now more frequently contributing their own assets to investment vehicles
and requesting LHI's structuring expertise for this purpose, which underlines its
consolidated market position as an institutional asset manager.
With its staff largely centralised in Pullach, LHI has geographically expanded its
investment markets to include the Netherlands, Denmark and Portugal in the field of
renewable energies and Vienna/Austria in the field of real estate. In the area of
renewable energies, the portfolio in France was also further expanded. From Scope's
perspective, it would be desirable to build up own staff in established foreign target
markets. At the moment, however, this is well covered by the targeted recruitment of
French and other international staff in portfolio management.
The handover to the new management is proceeding according to plan. The handover
process will be completed by 31 December 2020 with the complete withdrawal of the
four previous managing directors. They will remain with the company as shareholders,
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and the planned future active exercise of the advisory board function by Oliver Porr and Robert Soethe will ensure continuity and
the retention of important company knowledge.
In the real estate asset class, 36% of the current investment assets of 2.6 billion euros are allocated to office and 28% to retail
(with a focus on local supply centers). Hotel investments account for around 20%, while logistics, residential and other types of
use complete the spectrum. The managed rental space of currently around 1.3 million sqm is effectively fully let at 99% and the
average payout of the investment vehicles was at an attractive level of around 4.73% in 2019.
The investment assets in the renewable energy asset class focus on onshore wind farms and photovoltaic systems. A total of
€1.4 billion with a nominal capacity of around 678 MW/MWp is currently being actively managed, consisting of 57% wind farm
and 43% solar farm. In 2019, the average payout of the investments was around 4.95%, which corresponds to a very competitive
yield level.
In the Aviation segment, LHI currently manages 13 active investments in the areas of aircraft, helicopters and aircraft turbines. In
its history, the group has launched investment assets totaling around one billion euros in this segment and has a grown,
international network. Sale-and-lease-back transactions from 2019, in which two Airbus A220s with the lessee Air Baltic were
placed in a special fund, are an example of the origination and structuring expertise in LHI's Aviation segment, which achieved
an average payout of 4.89% for its investors in 2019.
With regard to the current Covid 19 crisis, it is positive to note that so far there have been no serious effects on investment
performance, risk-bearing capacity or business development. The renewable energy sector is even benefiting noticeably from
the increased interest of institutional investors in infrastructure investments since Corona and is consistently expanding the
investment countries and the investment focus (PPA contracts, hydropower and future technologies). This is accompanied by an
increase in staff in transaction and portfolio management as well as in technology. In the real estate segment, Scope appreciates
the proactive reduction of retail investments made by LHI for years; the increased investment focus on sustainable infrastructure
and social real estate is assessed as conclusive, as is a further real estate investment in neighbouring countries (Vienna). In the
Aviation segment, LHI intends to benefit from the demand for private financing at higher yields and lower-risk structures.
Furthermore, Scope considers the investment in cargo aircraft and rescue helicopters last year to be a successful portfolio
management decision, as these have tended to benefit from the crisis so far.
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Rating drivers
Very extensive industry experience and long tenure of the new management as
well as the second management level

Diversified, profitable business model with broad revenue base and high fixed
cost coverage due to well plannable management fees

Outstanding expertise in structuring individual product solutions for institutional
investors and support from experienced relationship managers of many years'
standing

Good to very good investment performance in the three asset classes
considered

Proven and modern operational processes and effective risk control and
compliance mechanisms

-
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Important notes and information
Scope Analysis GmbH (subsequently ‘Scope Analysis’) publishes management ratings of asset management
companies, as well as issuers of funds and investment certificates. These management ratings are not “credit ratings”
within the meaning of Regulation (EC) No. 1060/2009 on credit rating agencies as amended by Regulations (EU) No.
513/2011 and (EU) No. 462/2013. Furthermore, management ratings provided by Scope Analysis are neither
recommendations to purchase or sell financial instruments issued by the asset management company, the issuer of
investment funds or certificates, nor do they contain any judgement of the value of such financial instruments.
Moreover, the ratings provided by Scope Analysis do neither constitute individual investment advice, nor do they take
account of the specific investment objectives, investment horizon or asset situation of individual investors. In
preparing and publishing its ratings, Scope Analysis does not act as an investment advisor or portfolio manager to any
client.
Where the term asset management company is used, it also includes capital management companies, investment companies,
management companies and investment advisory companies.

Responsibility
The publisher responsible for preparing and distributing this management rating is Scope Analysis GmbH, Berlin, Germany,
Local Court of Berlin (Charlottenburg) HRB97933 B, Registered Office: Lennéstraße 5, 10785 Berlin, Germany, Managing
Directors: Florian Schoeller, Said Yakhloufi. The present management rating was generated and written by: Harald Berlinicke,
CFA, Director, Lead Analyst.
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Information on interests and conflicts of interest
A description of the precautions taken by Scope Analysis, especially to prevent and avoid conflicts of interests regarding the
preparation and distribution of management ratings, can be found in the Scope Analysis GmbH’s “Conflicts of Interests Policy” at
www.scopeanalysis.com. This management rating was prepared independently by Scope Analysis but in return for payment,
based on an agreement with the asset management company on the provision of this management rating.

Principal sources of the management rating
The following principal information sources were used to produce the management rating: website of the asset management
company - detailed information provided on request - annual financial statements - interim financial statements - data supplied by
external data providers - interview with the asset management company – external market reports - press reports/other
published data. The information contained in the ratings is derived from sources that Scope Analysis deems to be reliable; it has
been compiled in good faith. Nevertheless, Scope Analysis cannot give any guarantee that the information used is correct, nor
can it assume any liability for the correctness, completeness, timeliness or accuracy of the information.
Before publication, the client had an opportunity to review the rating and the key factors leading to the rating decision (rating
drivers), including a summary of the underlying rating rationale. The rating was not revised following this review.
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Methodology
The management rating relates to an evaluation of the quality of the asset management company in its function as a product
manager and issuer of financial instruments within the meaning of the methodologies published by Scope Analysis. The
applicable methodology can be viewed at https://www.scopeanalysis.com/#rating-and-research/asset-managementrating/methodologies. Information on the meaning of the rating scale used for the rating can be viewed on the website of Scope
Analysis GmbH at https://www.scopeanalysis.com/#methodology/rating-scales.

Conditions of use / Disclaimer
Scope Analysis produces its independent and objective ratings with the necessary professional diligence as of a specific date, on
which the rating is published. Future events must therefore be deemed to be uncertain. Forward-looking statements are based
on estimates, so a rating does not constitute a factual claim; it merely expresses an opinion, which may subsequently change
and may then be reflected in an altered rating. Consequently, Scope Analysis does not assume any liability for damage resulting
from decisions taken based on any rating it produces. In the event of simple or minor negligence by Scope Analysis, or a legal
representative, employee or agent of Scope Analysis, liability for the infringement of material contractual obligations shall be
confined to the foreseeable and typical damage incurred. Moreover, liability is excluded in the event of simple or minor
negligence; this shall not apply in the event of loss of life or limb or impairment of health. Similarly, if the management rating is a
solicited rating, Scope Analysis shall not bear any liability in accordance with the principles of a contract with protective effect for
the benefit of third parties. The parties involved should only regard such ratings as one factor in their investment decisions; they
cannot replace their own analyses and assessments. The rating therefore only comprises the expression of an opinion with
respect to quality and does not under any circumstances constitute a judgement of the risk-return profile of an investment, nor
does it constitute any statement as to whether the parties to an investment could generate any income, recover the capital
invested, or assume any specific liability risks. The content of ratings and rating reports is protected by copyright and otherwise
by law. Product and/or company names cited in such ratings and rating reports may be registered trademarks. A copy of the
ratings or rating reports published by Scope Analysis on its website may be saved to one computer only for non-commercial and
personal, internal use. Any additional, unauthorised use such as modification, reproduction, transmission, transference,
dissemination, sale or storage for subsequent use of the content of the ratings or rating reports is strictly forbidden. Unauthorised
use can result in claims for damages or injunction.

Contact
Scope Analysis GmbH
Lennéstraße 5
10785 Berlin
Phone +49 30 27891-0
Fax +49 30 27891-100
Sales tax identification number DE226486027
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